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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we study the structure spaces of regular C*-algebras. A complex C*- 
algebra A is regular if the mapping ~ between the set of regular C*-seminorms on A and the set of 
primitive ideals of A is onto. We discuss the case of regular C*-algebras where the structure spaces 
are not T1. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a complex C*-algebra. The algebra is not necessarily unital. 
A C*-seminorm on A is a function ~ : A ~ R such that for all a, b E A and a E C, 
(1) ~(a + b) _ ~(a) + ~(b), 
(2) W(c~a) --Ic~lrl(a), 
(3) ~?(ab) < ~(a)Tl(b), 
(4) ~(a*a) = (~?(a)) 2. 
The set of all C*-seminorms on A is denoted by P(A). 
A C*-seminorm ~ on A is a regular C*-seminorm if ~ is a member of every subset P1 of P(A) 
such that for all a in A 
~?(a) = max{#(a):  # E P1}. 
We denote by R(A) the set of all regular C*-seminorms on A. For more on these seminorms, 
see [1,2]. 
The set of all two-sided ideals on A is denoted by J(A). A two-sided ideal I in A is said to be 
primitive if there exists a maximal modular left ideal/1 in A such that I = (I1 : A). We denote 
by PR(A) the set of primitive ideals on A. The set PR(A) with the hull kernel topology is called 
the structure space of A. The structure space of A is denoted by As. The set of maximal ideals 
in A is denoted by .4. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that an element bof A has the star property i f# = ~? whenever # E R(A) 
satisfying 
U <- 7, u(b) = ,7(b). 
We proved the following results in [3]. They are included for the sake of completeness. 
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LEMMA 1.1. The mapping R(A) \ {0} --+ PR(A) is onto if and only if for every nonzero topolog- 
ically irreducible star representation ~r of A and for all a e A, 17r(a)[ = ~.(a) is a nonzero regular 
C*-seminorms on A. 
PROOF. Let ~?~(a) be a nonzero regular C*-seminorm on A. Then I v = In.,  where I v is the 
kernel of r .  Further, 7/= ~= and 7/6 R(A) \ {0} and thus ~ is onto. 
Suppose conversely that r is a nonzero topologically irreducible star representation f A such 
that ~ is onto. Then the kernel of r belongs to PR(A) and therefore ~= is a nonzero regular 
C*-seminorm on A. 
LEMMA 1.2. If A has a Tl-structure space, then the nonzero regular C*-seminorms on A axe just 
minimal C*-seminorms on A. 
PROOF. For a given r/ 6 P(A), let I v be a primitive ideal of A. Since PR(A) is T1, we have 
I v 6.4. Hence, ~ is a minimal C*-seminorm on A and therefore regular and nonzero. 
The proposition following the theorem is from [4]. 
THEOREM 1.1. The structure space As of A is Hausdorff if and only if the mapping 
~ : R(A) \ {0} ~ PR(A) 
is a homeomorphism. 
PROOF. Suppose the structure space As of A is Hausdorff. Then As is a Tl-space. Hence, any 
primitive ideal I 6 PR(A) of A is maximal which means that if ~ is a C*-seminorm on A whose 
kernel I v is primitive, then 7/is minimal and hence regular. Therefore, the map ~ : R(A) \ {0} --~ 
PR(A) is bijective. Thus, by Theorem 4.1 of [5], qa is a homeomorphism. 
Conversely, assume that ~ is a homeomorphism. Since R(A) \ {0} is Hausdorff, it follows that 
PR(A) is Hausdorff. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. A C*-seminorm is a regular C*-seminorm on A if and only if there exists an 
element b6 A with the star property. 
PROOF. The proposition follows from the definitions of regular C*-seminorm and the star prop- 
erty of b 6 A. 
A C*-algebra A is said to be CCR whenever ~r is a topologically irreducible *-representation 
of A on a Hilbert space H ~ such that ~r(A) c_ CC(H') .  A C*-algebra A is said to be a GCR if 
every nonzero quotient algebra of A contains a nonzero CCR-ideal. An algebra A is called NGCR 
if it has no nonzero CCR ideals. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let qa : R(A) \ {0} -~ PR(A) be the mapping ~ ~ In, where Iv = {a 6 A : 
~(a) = 0}. We call the algebra A regular if the mapping ~ is onto. 
REMARK 1.1. Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are true if A is regular. In particular, if As is T1 then A is 
regular. Also, if A is regular then the continuous bijection ~ is not a homeomorphism. It will be 
a homeomorphism if and only if A8 is Hausdorff; see Theorem 1.1. 
REMARK 1.2. It is known that if the structure space of a CCR algebra A is T1 then A is regular. 
In the next section we discuss the case when A is regular even though A, is not T1. 
2. THE REGULAR C* -ALGEBRAS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let H be a separable Hilbert space of infinite dimension and let B(H) denote 
the algebra of all bounded operators on H. Then (B( H) )s is not T1 although B(H) is regular. 
PROOF. Let C denote the C*-algebra of all continuous compact operators on H. Then C is a 
sub-C*-algebra of B(H). Note that C is a maximal ideal and the only other proper ideal in A is 
the zero ideal, other than C. In this case PR(A) = {{0}, C} and B(H) = {C}. Since these are 
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only two nonzero regular seminorms on B(H), it follows that B(H) is regular while (B(H))s is 
not T1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a C*-algebra nd A + its unitization. Then A + is regular irA is regular. 
PROOF. Suppose that In+ belongs to PR(A+). Since A + ~ In+, it follows that 7 + ~ 0. We 
would consider the following two cases. Note that A is a maximal ideal in ,4+. 
CASE 1. Let In+ = A. Then In+ E -4+ and hence 7 + is a regular C*-seminorm on A +, since 
7 + E PN(A+), the set of all minimal C*-seminorms on A +. 
CASE 2. Let A g In+. Then In+ n A is a primitive ideal in A and since A is regular, we have 
7 -- 7+IA is a regular C*-seminorm on A. Hence, there exists an element b E A which has the 
star property (see Definition 1.1). Now we claim that 7 + is a regular C*-seminorm on A +. Let 
#+ E P(A +) and 7+(b) = #+(b) whenever #+ < 7 +. If # = #+tA, then # < 77, 7(b) = #(b), and 
# E P(A). Hence 7 = # so that 
In= I~,= In+ nA= &, nA. 
In particular, I~,+ n A c_ In+ since In+ is prime and A g In+, we deduce that I~+ C_ In+. Hence, 
/z + = 7 +. Thus 7 + is a regular C*-seminorm on A + by Proposition 1.1. Thus the mapping 
: R(A +) \ {0} ~ PR(A +) is onto and hence A + is regular. 
THEOREM 2.2. Every separable unital C*-algebra is regular. 
PROOF. Let A be a separable and unital C*-algebra . Then the set {f} consisting of one pure 
state on A is a G~-set. Hence, the result follows from Theorem 9 of [6]. 
The following is an example of a regular algebra where the structure space is not T1. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. We will follow the construction i  Proposition 2.1 above. Let I be a nontrivial 
ideal in C. Since C is an ideal in B(H) it follows that I is an ideal in B(H). Also C is a minimal 
ideal in B(H) and hence I = C. Thus J(C) = {C, {0}} and PR(C) = {0}. 
If C + is the C*-unitization of C then c E C+. Suppose I+ is a primitive ideal of C + different 
from C. Then I+ n C is a primitive ideal of C and hence I+ n C = {0}. Also {0} E PR(C+), 
therefore, I+ = {0} or C -- {0}. But C cannot be {0} so we conclude that I+ = {0}. Thus 
PR(C +) = {C, {0}}. 
Note that C + is not T1, although C + is regular. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let A = B(H), where H is an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space. Then 
the set B of compact operators on H is a proper ideal in A. Note that the only other proper 
ideal in A, other than/3, is {0}. Hence PR(A) contains {0} and/3. Thus, the structure space As 
of A is not T1, although A is regular. 
3. SOME APPL ICAT IONS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a C*-a/gebra such that the zero ideal of A is prime. The norm on A is 
a regulax C*-sem/norm i[ A is not NGCR. 
PROOF. Since A is not NGCR, there exists a nonzero CCR-ideal in A. Clearly, {0} is a prime 
ideal in I. By a result of [5] we have {0} E P~(I), where Pt(I) is the set of all prime ideals in I. 
Since I is CCR and PR(I)  = P'(I), I is regular. Further, the norm of A restricted to I is a 
regular C*-seminorm and hence there exists b E I such that b has the star-property. 
Let 7 be a C*-seminorm on A such that 7(b) = ]IbiI. Then if 71 = 711 we have 71(b) = tlblI and 
71 -< ]]' ]]I and consequently II" ]]I = 71. Hence 
&nI  = In, = {0}. 
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Further, {0} is a prime ideal of A and I ~ {0} we have I v = {0} or ~ = I]" I[. By Proposition 1.1 
we have [[. I[ is a regular C*-seminorm on A. 
COROLLARY 3.1. I~ A is GCR a/gebra then A is regular. 
PROOF. Recall that A is regular if the mapping ~ : R(A)  \ {0} --* PR(A) is onto. If ~ is a 
C*-seminorm on A with I v is a prime ideal of A then the quotient algebra A/ I  v is not NGCR 
and the zero ideal in A/ I  v is prime. Hence, by Theorem 3.1 the norm on A/ I  v is a regular 
C*-seminorm. The norm 71 on A/ I  v is given by 
A ~?l(ua) = ~?(a), ua • - - .  
Iv 
It is not difficult to show that if b is an element in A such that Ub has the star property, then b 
also has the star property. Hence, the norm on A/ I  v is a regular C*-seminorm and A is regular. 
REMARK 3.1. Another version of Theorem 3.1 can be stated as follows. 
Let A be a C*-algebra and I a closed two-sided ideal of A. Suppose that I is regular 
C*-algebra. If J is a primitive ideal of A which does not include I ,  then there exists a 
regular C*-seminorm ~ such that J = I v. 
Phrther, if I and A/ I  are regular then A is regular. Hence, B(H)  in Proposition 2.1 is regular 
for any separable Hilbert space H. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. A GCR C*-algebra which is not CCR. Let G be a group. Then C*(G) is the 
C*-group algebra of ax + b which is GCR but not CCR. See, for example, Theorem 4.3 of [7]. 
Hence, C*(G) is regular by Corollary 3.1. Further, structure space A8 of A = C*(G) is not a 
Tl-space. 
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